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Forging our way forward in 2017
Dear Members,
2016 was indeed a challenging
year for the world economy with
the

daunting

headwinds

of

currency risk and sluggish growth
of the oil & gas industry. On the
home front, we are also caught in
this whirlwind but this must not
deter us from forging our way
forward.
The competitive landscape has
grown more complex, and we will
undoubtedly

face

unexpected

changes and new challenges.
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But I'm certain we will have tremendous opportunities to add

headers, footers, lists, cover

value if we continue our relentless dedication to professional

pages, and other document.
Happenings

excellence while maintaining a sharp focus on our deliverables.
The low oil price has provided us with the opportunity to
undertake the necessary market reforms and to contribute to the
country’s economic progress.
Carpe diem! Let us work hand in hand to ensure that we maximise
the use of all resources so that each and every one of us will
achieve the goals that we have set.

 Dialogue Session on Crewing
Issues with Marine
Stakeholders by PETRONAS
 Industry Mutual Hold
Harmless (IMHH) Forum by
MOGSC/PETRONAS
 MASA 40th Anniversary
Dinner

Lastly, I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate the

Industry Update

committee on their first issue of the newsletter.

 Consolidation the Key in
2017

Amir Hamzah Azizan

Internal Activities
OSV Malaysia-PETRONAS-MOGSC Working group
The first working group discussion was held on 1st December 2016. Some of the main issues being
discussed are how to address the porous Malaysia flag issue and the development of crew career.
OSV Malaysia will organize a road show in end March/early April 2017 to encourage genuine
Malaysian owners become a member. The target is 80% of Malaysian owners to become a member
of OSV Malaysia for us to propose included “Preferably OSV Malaysia members” in the ITB.
Further discussions were also held on:
1. Proposal for more stringent vetting to establish ‘TRUE’ Malaysian owners and exclude
fronting mechanism;
2. Industry needs for longer term contracts to support financing;
3. MOGSC to conduct crew career development survey.

Dialogue Sessions with the Financial Institutions
The EXCO of OSV Malaysia had an audience with few financial institutions – Bank Pembangunan
Malaysia Berhad (BPMB), Malayan Banking Berhad (Maybank) and RHB Banking Group (RHB)
namely, to align goals between owners and financiers in handling the downturn. Keys among the
recommendation include increasing awareness amongst the PACs on the Malaysian OSV owners’
struggles to survive the current market and the dramatic impact of rate compression and
shortening of contract with the PACs.
OSV Malaysia plan to organize a forum with the PACs and the financial institutions for this matter
and also approach PETRONAS to look at the wholes tore impact to industry and how to protect
the local players.

Internal Activities
Meet the Crewing Working Group
The Crewing WG is led by En. Bosley Rekan and is the focal point for members to share
information and issues on crewing. They also formed a WhatsApp group where the members can
share/get speed information on crewing matters.

Shipboard Catering Management Course
The Shipboard Catering Management Course is one of the initiatives by Crewing WG to fulfill the
STCW 2010 Manila Amendments requirements. This course is organized in collaboration with
Seafarer Management Centre (SMC) and approved by Marine Department.
As of today, 4 courses were successfully organized in Kemaman, Labuan and Miri.

Internal Activities
Donation to Surau As-Salam, Kampung Selamat
On 20th August 2016, OSV Malaysia donated
MYR4,000.00 for the reconstruction of Surau AsSalam Kampung Selamat in Petaling Jaya,
Selangor. The contribution was presented by
En. Mohamed Safwan, Honorary Treasurer of
OSV Malaysia, to the representative of surau
committee.

Interactive Dialogue Session with Marine Department on Crewing Issues
The interactive forum on crewing issues between
OSV Malaysia and Marine Department (MarDep)
was held at Wisma Pelaut on 29th June 2016. Y.Bhg.
Dato’ Capt. Jailani Bin Jalal and Capt. Nazri Bin Abu
Hassan were present to answer queries from OSV
Malaysia members.
Some of the issues being brought up by OSV
Malaysia members were the shortage of manpower;
STCW 2010 Manila Amendments; Crew income tax;
COC

ETO

requirements;

WKR

to

ASD/ASE;

Malaysianization program; Ordinary seaman or new
seaman; Domestic Shipping License (DSL); Seafarer
Management Centre (SMC); Shipboard Catering
Management Certificate (SCMC) and many other
concerns.
The interactive dialogue was a fruitful event. The
members had a better understanding on few issues.
We are working closely with MarDep and SMC in
handling the issues especially on STCW 2010 Manila
Amendments requirements and Malaysianization
program.

Internal Activities
OSV Malaysia 6th Annual General Meeting
The meeting was held on the 6th of April 2016 at Savini Ristorante Italiano & Lounge with total of
19 Ordinary members and 7 Associate members attended.
The meeting elected the new office bearers for term 2016/2018 - President, Vice President,
Honorary Secretary, Honorary Treasurer and 2 Ordinary committees. They also appointed 2
Honorary Auditors for term 2016/2017.

Internal Activities
Executive Committee 2016/2017

Seated from Left:
En. Mohamed Safwan Bin Othman (Honorary Treasurer), En. Omar Bin Khalid (Vice President),
En. Amir Hamzah Bin Azizan (President) & En. Nik Aznuddeen Bin Husain (Honorary
Secretary),
Standing from Left:
En. Joachim Tan, Ir. Mohd Hilmee Bin Abu Kassim, En. Syed Hasanuddin Bin Syed Hashim, En.
Wan Azhan Bin Wan Hanafi, En. Mohd Noor Ismardi Bin Idris, En. Juli Bin Amir & Puan
Maslina Binti Abdullah
Not in Photo:
En. Mohd Rehan Bin Rosli & En. Zainudin Bin Tahir (Honorary Auditor)

Happenings
Dialogue Session on Crewing Issues with Marine Stakeholders
On 5th of December 2016, PETRONAS held a discussion on Malaysian seafarers onboard OSV
“Quantity vs Quality”. The invited representatives for the dialogues were OSV Malaysia,
Marine Department, IKMAL and MyMET

Industry Mutual Hold Harmless (IMHH) Forum
OSV Malaysia sponsored 5 members to attend the Industry Mutual Hold Harmless (IMHH)
forum, organized by MOGSC and supported by PETRONAS on 7th September 2016 at Wisma
Selangor Dredging. Other attendees are PACs and service providers for oil & gas industry.
IMHH indemnity regime provides that each party
to a contract agrees to take responsibility for, and
to indemnity the other, against injury and loss to
its own personnel and property and its own
‘consequential losses’.
It is applicable through the Sterling Insurance
Portal.

MASA 40th Anniversary Dinner, 7th October 2016, Doubletree by Hilton

Industry Update
Consolidation the key in 2017
By David Foxwell
Source: http://www.osjonline.com/news/view,consolidation-the-key-in-2017_45946.htm

2016 was one of the most challenging years in decades in the offshore vessel sector. 2017 is
unlikely to be any better.
Many OSV companies spent the year trying to refinance. Several managed to do so, but for
others the route to survival was consolidation. Industrialist consolidators such as Kristian Siem
and Kjell Inge Røkke could play an increasing role in the sector in 2017, a year which many
owners are expecting to be worse even than 2016.
Some regions fared better than others – the Middle East was a bright spot – but owners in longestablished basins such as the North Sea were very hard hit, as were owners in the Gulf of
Mexico. Some observers see the current situation as uncannily like that in the early to mid-1980s.
Irrespective of the oil price, there are just too many ships.
Such is the extent of the oversupply in the industry that it will take a long time for the market to
return to some sort of balance. As seasoned observers such as Larry Rigdon note, the lack of the
‘creative destruction’ in the oil and gas industry through foreclosures, forced consolidation and
reorganisation only serve to postpone the downsizing of the global fleet. Other leading players,
such as Charles Fabrikant at Seacor Holdings are waiting patiently for consolidation
opportunities to arise, as they undoubtedly will.

Industry Update
As Mr Rigdon told OSJ recently, to date, there has been too little action by banks and financial
institutions that could have led to vessels being removed from the market and reduced
competition for contracts. As Mr Fabrikant told OSJ, apart from oversupply, the other major
issue with the offshore support vessel market is that it is too fragmented. Just as in the US in the
early 1980s, financial institutions are kicking the can down the road and hoping that higher oil
and gas price will be their salvation. They may have a long wait.
As one well known broker noted recently, in the North Sea there has been a dramatic expansion
in the offshore fleet in the last decade, with well over 400 offshore vessels trading there,
managed by getting on for 70 different companies. A quarter of these are managed by companies
with five or fewer ships. There are too many small entities, and from a practical perspective this
has implications on costs and on revenue.
With so many different companies running so many different operations the cost per vessel for
the entire North Sea fleet is far higher than it needs to be. Consolidation would reduce costs,
with more vessels managed by fewer entities.

